


INTRODUCTION 

Pine Valley, #4, is put together by friends 
and members of the Cooper Union Chinese Students 
Association for the Cooper Union community. Its prim- 
ary objective is to provide a forum for expressions, 
reflections toward our oriental heritage, observations 
of our society and school, and interpretations of our 
views toward life's mysteries. Its secondary objective 
is as important: to develop friendship among the ind- 
ividuals who participate. 

At the early stage of the magazine, Pine Valley 
had the same problem as in the past: too few enthus- 
jiastic people to handle too enormous a task. Even worse, 
the anticipated funding of the magazine by JAC was not 
allocated. Fortunately, in the midst of disappointments, 
support and determination of other members gathered 
and the obstacles were overcome. Here, we, the editors, 

wish to express our gratitude to Dean Tan of the School 
of Engineering and Dean Gore of the Students Office, 

who helped provide Pine Valley with more than half of 

its operating expenses. Also, we thank Prof. David Tung 
for offering us financial support. 

The editors would like to thank the many indiv- 

jduals who either volunteer their time or contribute 
their works. Besides the staff, they are Prof. 8. l. 

Cheng, Mr.Y. Liang, Mr. Raymond Ho, and Mr. Singman 
Siu. The magazine is impossible without them. Their 
participation has made the editing of this magazine a 
joyful and memorable occasion, rather than a tedious 
task. Some special thanks go to Ms. Ling Wel Chang and 
Ms. Kit Eng for their fine work of typing, and Mr. Yi 
Tso Chen, who provided the staff a comfortable meeting 
place. 
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PINE VALLEY 

Pine (family Pinaceae), a conifer 
evergreen grows in the cold temperature 
regions all over the world. Most spe- 
Cies have thick, rough barks with needle 
Shaped leaves and edible seeds. 

One particular species, Cathaya Pine, 
is native to the northern mountains of 
China. Struggling against the harsh cli- 
mates and terrains, it is found sporad- 
ically clinging on to boulders and rock 
formations. Its ability to live over a 
thousand years has become a symbol of 
unconformity and endurance, a character- 
istic which is highly admired by orien- 
tals. 

Interestingly, Pine Valley is pro- 
nounced Coo-Per in chinese. Like the 
evergreen, Cooper Union is an educational 
institute that is truly unique and ever- 

lasting. 
Remember this: next time someone asks 

what school you attend, tell him proudly 

in Chinese: #HAP Pine Valley. 
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FIRST YEAR 
AT COOPER UNION 

Kin On Kong 

Some people say that 

Cooper Union is like another 

four years of high school; in 

certain respects they are 

right. Cooper doesn't have 

the campus atmosphere that 

most colleges have. Cooper 

doesn't have the tremendous 

size classes that other col- 

leges have. In fact, all of 

our classes are smaller in 

size than my high school 

classes with the exception of 

the Physics lectures. But 
one thing is for sure, you 
have to study a lot harder in 
Cooper than in high school. 

Cooper Union has a really 
friendly learning atmosphere. 
If you need help with your 
homework, there are always 

SOPHOMORE JUNIOR: 
fellow students who are more 
than willing to help. If you 
lose your calculator ora 
textbook or anything of value, 
chances are someone will re- 
turn it. Whereas when I went 
to high school, some kid is 
always waiting for the oppor- 
tunity to snatch your Texas 
Instrument from your belt. 

Cooper is like any other 
colleges in that there are 
good professors and lousy 
professors. If you're not 
lucky and get a lousy profes- 
sor for a difficult Course, 
you'll have an extremely dif- 
ficult time trying to geta 
decent grade. 

Before I went to Cooper, 
I've always had the idea that 

Ze Cooper is a dead school; 
everybody just goes to class 
and studies a lot. I find 
this to be false because stu- 
dents become very involved 
with all kinds of activities, 
such as the Bowling League, 
Basketball Tournaments, and 
fencing, Just to name a few. 
There are also a number of 
clubs of societies that you 
can join like the Chinese 
Student Association. 

The first year has been 
an important learning expe- 
rience and I'm looking for- 
ward to the remaining three 
(Hopefully! ). Maybe even 
an extra year for the Masters 
Program depending if I feel 
that four years of Cooper is 
enough or not. 
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ABC’ 

ee 

To my parents: 

Jook sing, 
"empty bamboo,” 
my mother called me, 
and my face turned 
hot and shame. 
"Nothing personal." 
I open my mouth, 
unable to defend myself, 
wanting 
to say no, 
nothing personal, 
something historical, 
that you, my parents, 

would not pass on 
your people's tongue 
your cultural's pride 
in your own children. 
Hoping to avoid (for them) 
discrimination and abuse 
and Ching Chong Chinaman 
jokes (it didn't work). 
Now here we stand 
before you, 
trying to understand 
the words you spoke 

when you did not want 
us to understand. 

To my fellow ABC: 

Empty bamboo, 
let us be 
empty no longer. 
Let us fill ourselves 
with the fluttering beauty 
of the butterfly hasp, 
the gentle flow of 

a brush stroke 
pouring out the heart. 
With the bitter strength 
of our forefathers, 
backs glistening with 

hard work, 
dry bones in an unmarked 

prave. 
With the pride of Wah Sun, 
Chinese American poet, 
carving words 
with calloused hands 
on the walls of the 

immigration prison. 
Let us open our minds, 
loosen our tongues, 
soothe our touchy tempers. 
Learn to speak the words 
of our parents, 
reach out to our brothers 

and sisters, 
that our people 
may come together and win 
happiness one day. 

To my H.K. arrived friends: 

Empty bamboo 
they call us, 
hollow and dry. 
Like the rasping 

whisper of my throat 
when I strain to 
speak with you. 
We break our silence, 
shyly at first, 
eyes reaching 
across the room 
in a warm embrace. 
You find me 
strange sometimes, very 
American. So that 
you must speak to me 
in English as vou would 

a foreigner 
And I oe. 
Ashamed to cause you 
so much trouble, 
embarrassed to say 
the few Chinese words 
I> know .e- 
I would tell you 
in my heart 
we are one family. 

oa 

American-Born-Chinese 
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GRAND 
ILLUSION 

Peter Leung 

it was two o'clock in the 
morning. The dark and filthy 
streets were scented with a 
rotting odor. Wai Lee was wan- 
dering around the street. He 
felt terrible. He had too 
much to drink and lost too 
much money. He gat on the 
deserted sidewalk and thought 
about his life. 

At age forty-three, Wai 
was a small and skinny man. 
His hair was streaked with grey 
and was rapidly thinning out. 
He worked as a waiter at one 
of those Chinese restaurants 
which cater to the Americans. 
He had a wife and two sons. Wai 
Suspected both of his sons in- 
volved in one of those China- 
town gangs which did everything 
from selling drugs to "shake 
down" of merchants, but he 
could do nothing about it. His 
wife was a quarrelsome woman 
and could only be shut up with 
money. 

| I can't go home now," he thought. He had lost a week's wages gambling and only had 
five dollars left. He sat there and his thoughts wandered to 
his usual dream of success. 
“With the money I won," he 
dreamt, "I could open up a 
Small Chinese grocery store 
with my wife and sons helping 
me." He would name his store 
"Fi Luck" (Happiness). With his 
Store, he could gradually build 
up enough resources to open up 
another one. He would name this 
Store "Wor Hop" (Harmony). And 
when he died, he would leave 
one store to each of his sons. 

"Hey! You drunk?" 

Startled by the voice and 
by the kick, Wai looked up and 
Saw a policeman. Wai got up 
Slowly and assured the police- 
man that he felt fine and would 
go straight home. 

As he approached his a- partment, he grew tense and his throat felt dry. Suddenly he Smiled. Walking unsteadily up his apartment, he muttered, "Wait until tomorrow..." 
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MERA’ : 

Let R represent the 

radius of the earth, h the 

PUZZLE 

Suppose that someone 
wants to lay a pipeline around 
the earth. Also suppose that 
the circumference of the earth 
is exactly 25,000 miles. The 
manufacturer made the pipeline 
exactly 20 feet too long. 
Still, it was proposed to put 
it in position, supported 
above the surface of the earth 
by posts of equal length. How 
high above the surface of the 
earth would the pipeline be? 

pipeline 
Notice 

313 ft 

ove the 

g only 20 

to 25,000 miles would 

result in raising the more than 3 ft. 

C 

ab 
2 R+20 

20/2 

It maybe a little hard 

to believe that addin ft. 

20 

and C the circumference of the 

Now 2](R 

2NR+2 h 

Subtract 2 R 

20h = 

Therefore h earth. The radius of the circle of height of one of the posts, pipeline is Rth urface of the earth. 
Then 2U(Rt+h) = C+20 Substitute 2 R for C S 

ld be the same ° 

regardless of the circumferen this answer wou ce C. 



SO WHAT ABOUT SKIING?! 

As winter bids us alla 

farewell, it leaves with me 

fond memories of my favorite 

winter sport--skiing. What's 

skiing all about? To an out- 

sider, skiing means tumbling 

down hills and mountains of 

frozen water with barrel 

staves tied to one's feet. 

To the expert skier, it is 

gliding down the sides of 

mountains made of clouds. 

The skis become an extension 

of the foot--just as maneu- 

verable, but stronger and 

much more flexible. To the 

multitucs of ski lovers who 

long to share this excitement, 

skiing represents the chal- 

lenge of going down the moun- 

tain with grace and speed-- 

and doing so in one piece. 

"Wow does one become a 

skier at all?" you may ask. 

Well, once introduced to it 

9 
—_—__ 

by friends, relatives, adver- 

tisements, articles, or the 

like, and assuming that it 

captures your interest, the 

obvious step would be to go 

for lessons. This is best 

done on ski trips with 

friends, particularly trips 

of the week-long type; how- 

ever, day trips are a good 

alternative if you're tight 

on time. The reason for 

this is that lessons given 

throughout the week give you 

the opportunity to practice 

with the instructor, then on 

your own, and then with in- 

structor again. The advan- 

tage here is that the in- 

structor can point out 

those things that need to 

be corrected, for example, 

your technique, balance, 

timing, etc. This oppor- 

tunity is not usually avail- 

able on a day trip, but if 

Stephen Ng 

you can't afford any more 

time, it's better than no 

lesson at all...or is it? 

If you're a beginner 

(never skied before) or a 
novice (have skied a few 
times before), a one day 
lesson is fine. Beginners 

would learn basics: snow 

plows (a means of slowing 
down), stem turns, getting 

up from a fall, and not to 

be afraid--the last being 

the most difficult. Which- 

ever of these is concen-- 

trated upon, depends on the 

teacher. This may not 
sound like much, but I can 
tell you that you'll be 
using muscles you never 
thought you had. After all 
this, and some more prac- 
tice, you may come back as 
a novice. Being classified 
as a novice implies that 



you have been on skis before, You'll want to practice and structor, you will be confi- 
are familiar with their oper- practice-until you think you dent. The basic differences 
ation, and know something have learned everything. between intermediate and ex- 
about the basics. You'll Since you really don't know pert are courage (as opposed 
probably review them, and everything, one intermediate to insanity), experience, 
then advance from there. lesson would be a good way to and speed. Experts do a lit- 
Your turning techniques will find out what you don't know. tle more than intermediates, 

Because lessons of the one however, they do it much be improved upon as well as 
your ability to stop ona day type are very short (a- faster. 
dime. The most important bout one hr.) and expensive 
thing this will do, however, ($10.+ for group lessons) For you undergraduate 
is to increase your confi- you'd be better off with a Cooper students, I recommend 
dence. With this you'll weekend or a one week class Dean Baker's trip as a means 
practice more and you'll be for reasons mentioned earlier. to increase your skiing abil- 
more aware of how you are At this point, the number of ity. If you can't spare a 

skiing. When you think you techniques to learn are few, week, go on the C.S.A. trip 
are ready, you should try new it's experience that teaches. for a great ski weekend with 

techniques. You will be Depending on the instructor, lots of good apres ski (after 
quite surprised by how easy you may be asked to ski back- ski social activities). In 
it can be. wards (on easy slopes), ski either case, you'll have lots 

steep narrow trails, ski of fun and you'll come back a 
When you've reached the through a mogul (bumps of better skier for it. Now that 

level of intermediate and snow) field, etc. It is you're ready to attack the 
have taken your share of practically guaranteed that mountain with your friends, 
lumps you may not want to go you'll ski down some expert remember that experience is 
for another day lesson. trails; but with the in- the best teacher and that prac-— 

tice makes perfect--well, most 
of the time. \q 

o-- —_——- 
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THE COOPER UNION 

ADVISORS 

Dean Chor Wen Tan 

Prof, S. Ist Cheng 
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President: Barbara Yee 
Vice President: Pak Leung 

Treasurer: Sandy Lee 

Secretary: Chiu Chan 

Coordinators: Khoon Chan 
Yi Tso Chen 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 

COT ON WN ww NE BE 

Canoe Trip 

Ping Pong Tourament 

Halloween Party 

Three-day Ski Trip-Stratton, VT. 

Bowling 

Roller Skating 

Ice Skating 

Sports Events:- : 

Intermural Basketball, Ping Pong 

Touraments 

Chinese New Year Celebration- 

Luncheon 

Picnic-Bear Mountain 

Camping Trip 

End-of-year Dinner 

T-shirt Sale-fund raising 

Pen Sale-fund raising 



CANOE TRIP 

Some members are just 
gluttons for punishment. Less 
than four months had elapsed 
Since the thorough drenching 
at Bear Mountain, and some of 
us had managed to temper our 
backsides in the ice cold 
water of the Delaware River. 
This canoe trip was one of the 
best organized activities of 
the CSA. It is definitely the 
most enjoyable to date. 

Our group ol adventurers 
met under a slightly overcast 
Sky, early in the morning, at 
Confucius Plaza. After nearly 
devapitating K.C. and Jeff 
with a soccer ball, our merry 
and half-awake band started on 
the three-hour journey to the 
launch site at Bob Landers 
Canoe rentals. It didn't take 
long for our "bright" engineers 

Ne) 

to master the mechanics oz the 
canoe. It didn't take them 
long, either, to learn the true 
meaning of F=ma when they hit 
the rapids. 

The psychology of our 
members became evident as the 
day progressed. The hungry, 
determined and/or vain engi- 
neers tried their best to react 
the landing site in the least 
amount of time. Meanwhile the 
non-engineers (there were six’ 
and the engineers with a more 
refined taste for nature (and 
related subjects) continued 
with a more leisurely pace; 
taking in the scenery and the 
sun. 

Nature must be an advo- 
cate for equal opportunity. 
Neither our super-engineers 

Khoon Chan eee 

nor our pseudo-environmental 
engineers reached their objec. 
tive without mishap. It was a 
common sight to see canoes 
capsizing; especially in the 
more rapid part of the river. 
Surprisingly though, several 
of us; mainly -CeG.q2 WiW., A slre, 
Leip ONG y+), Managed to 
flip over in relatively calm 
water despite surviving the 
rapids. 

Ten miles of river took 
nearly a whole day to negoti- 
ate. After all was said and 
done, our bruised and happy 
band reached our final desti- 
nation. Two pairs of socks 
(nylon), a comb, and the dig- 
nity of some members were 
washed down the river and intc 
a happy interlude of our lives 
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MOTHER AND SON 
MAYFLY 

Philip Lee 

The rain stopped but don't open the blind. 
It's that buzz again: 
Work, assiduous one, 
Exert your facilities, 
Emulate the best, 
Conformer. 
Light shines better if the glass is clear. 

A kite hangs below the rainbow. 
Time flees 
- oblivion. 
Tumble weed flows 
as a clock 
- tick tock. . ; oat. Delicate mayfly 

Thritled-oy -caprapz uss raw Can barely be seem by the naked eye, 

aon) Enjoys life as it passes, 
hse Fes Flies fast, flying over grass, 

The rain is done, : 
Keep your seat, Using every second of the day, 

Making no delay, 
Your pot lies at the end of the rainbow. It knows its destiny, 

Will lay lifelessly, 
Before the day is done. 

And us, 
What do we lust? 
We too are mayflies, 
As everyday goes by, 
Exerting our energy 
To read the liturgy, 
To fulfill our desires, 
Until God bids us to retire. 
Alas, our day is done. 
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THE LAST RUN OF THE DAY 

Chiu Chan 
eee 

I got out of the ski not ski around it, nor over it. poles in the snow and {ot uD. 

lift and found myself at the Fewer and fewer people skiied Por the remaining one third of 

top of the slope. My mind was past me. (Fewer and fewer the bumpy course, I determined 

still wondering. reople were on the slope!) My to so down like a skier. 
heart sank'and suddenly my 

"On my God le cb soa  besinner's courage had va- I decided to go straight 

long and steep slope. First nished. It took me longer and down and make no turns. (If 

of all, it's an intermediate longer to get up. The last I made any, it would take me 

slope and I am only a second time I fell, I didn't even forever.) I knew that I had 

Jay beginner. Secondly, it's want. to cet Up atlaliie ogee | to keep a lar:sre angle between 

the same old slope that took quit. I'll sit right here-- my skis so that I would not 

me two hours to ski down this ain't skling any more." so too fast... Bchoed in my 

morning. 1 just don't have mind, "Keep your body down; 

this much time now--it is al- "You need any heln?” A bend the knees more when you 

ready 3:25, 35 minutes from man stopped three feet uvslope hit the bumos. You can do 

elosing." from mec. ab tess 

"Hey, maybe I shouldn't "NO, vnank VOUssseicnetL "Go!" There were a few 

worry. It's true that I was need: any; [vj ask Sor 1.7524 bumps on tne way. I bent my 

held idle on this slope for answered subconsciously, with knees a little bit more every 

two hours--but it was this my pride prevailin;: in my time and surprisingly foun? 

morning! After that, I skiied mind. myself still up (and alive)! 

pretty smoothly on those begin- Finally, I stopped by the 

ners' Slopes. I even skiied "Good luck. -I'm the last recreation center and still 

down a portion of another man on the slope.” © Then he couldn't believe that I did 

intermediate slope without swished by me. He was wrons-- not fall for the last third 
falling. I'll never know how he wasn't the last! of the course. I was grected 

good I am until I try. After by two fersons from our bus: 

a11, I am only skiing down the AJ1 by myself was I on "Je were worried that vou may 
slope, not. up, 0.K. I'll try." the slope. ~ “i'm not.coim tc not come down in time." 

vive up. I admit that: I am 
The upper course was not ood but I have tried my "Ch, yeah?" 1 murmured, 

steep and icy. Every time I] best... I carr’ t do itetocays turnings my head to the slone. 

tried to cut through the ice, T"lli-cio 1% tomorrow. Len, sa- wel eri vou, 1 Th sée wou 
my skis slid and down I fell. morrow..." jsuddenly, thinrs tomorrows” “ddenly, it's 
-ne bumps were killers--I coul. hrichtennd up. 1 Bln tot ares NOL Nt nox Pena ty) ay 
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NO TURNING BACK 

i ee Bae __ 88 

After a long, deep thought, 
I decided to leave my homeland, 
my family and friends; 
to go far, far west, 
for better education, and opportunities. 

Destination is uncertain, but I'll go. 

Curiosity seemed to attach me on my path. 

For I could not turn back. 

I wondered if it would bring me to success: 

For there I could soak in beautiful thoughts. 

wouldn't that be wonderful! 

A dark image tapped me on the shoulder. 

I asked it how much longer I would have to roam. 

It said that I shall soon know. 

"But how soon? 

It's been years -- I haven't reach my goal. 

Please bring me home." 
The image answered, 

"Too late - dead end." 



TIPS FOR 
SUCCESSFUL JOB INTERVIEWS 

| Tommy Lee 

The interview is the sin- 

ele most important factor in 

Jandins a job. In fact, most 

applicants are rejected be- 

cause they don't present them- 

selves well during the inter- 

vyiew. Getting the position 

you want will depend on how 

articulate, self-assured anc 

positive you appear. Theat 

will involve a realistic ap- 

praisnrl of what happens durin:: 

a job interview. "hat will an 

employer want to know? What 

kind of answers will place 

your abilities in the best 

possible light? Thousth the 

wordings differs from company 

to company, the guesitions seen 

to focus on four basic areas-- 

your personality, leisure ac- 

tivities, personal interest: 

and educational and employment 

histories. 

‘Sere ore some questions 

“hot could make the difference 

in vetting the job you want. 

“hey are especially inportart 

voreuse each marks BRNOTRGrs=: 
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hidden question. If you real- 
ize what the employer really 
wonts to know, your chances Oo: 

eetting on the payroll are 

much preater. 

(1) “How would you describe 
yourself?" 

Translation: "Are you 

flexible and able to co- 

operate with coworkers?” 

(2) "Tell me about your hob- 

bies." 

Translation: "How much o 

your personal time will 

be used to benefit the 

company?" 

(aN ohgeh som your jobs/cour- 
sos did you like best?” 

Translation: "Is this tri. 

rivnt kind of work ane 

the right environnent, 

for you?” 

(4) “What are your future 

PLANS 
Tranglations “iow lon ca 

you expect to be with 

our company?” 

(Gy eUpecer.be ‘One QF your 

WELENOAGED.” 

f? 

Translation: "Can you 82c- 

cept constructive criti- 

e1ism?” 

(4) “Gan you travel or work 
overtime?" 

Translation: "Will your 

personal and family re- 

sponsibilities interfere 
with the job?” 

These question should be 

answered with great thought 

anc confidence. There are no 

correct or incorrect answers. 

Replies shoulc be honest anc 

concise. Gear them toward 

your best interest--sellins 
yourself. You must leave a 
positive impression with the 
interviewer. The interviewer 
muct feel that you are an as- 
set to the company. If you 
accomplish this, the position 
ww) Li be Votrg. - Just raise 
your heac and be confident. 

An interview can be eaev, in- 
formative andleen Pun, 1.6 vou 
Mis 4Qod ee 2 Oe 
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MASTER PROGRAM 

Ting Tong eee ———issézing’ ‘Tong 

With the continuing shese thirty-five will be on 
Support from the faculties, your thesis project, eighteen 
the students and the Board of will have to be 400 level 
frustees, it appears that the courses, and fifteen are re- 
Master Program will continue quired for a minor concentra- 
its existence for a long time. tlen. These add up to a tota? 
There are a few things about of thirty-nine credits, which 
the Master Program that should means six credits out of the 
be mentioned: eighteen credits of the 400 

First, everybody should level courses may be overlap- 
apply since there is no appli- ped with your minor. However, 
cation fee and the application there are more flexibilities 
form is: short. If your accum: than it appears. Moreover, Side world. Furthermore, the 
ulative index in your majors you Should plan your program thesis advisor is more import: 
is 3.0 or above, you are al- ahead to get the most out of ant Since he is the one who 
most guaranteed admission. the program. Third, if you will direct you on the conm- 
>econd, it is never too early decide to stay for the Master pletion of your project, and 
to plan for your master pro- Program as mentioned before, it is advisable that you have 
gram. You need 135 credits you will have to do a thesis a mutual friendship with your 
for your undergraduate degree project. Although the thesis advisor. It is also advisabie 
and 35 more for the graduate 1S important, it won't have that you should know your 
degree. Six credits out of many applications in the out- goals and start invest? ting 

earlv! 

You will also be hearing 
many cons of the graduate 
program, such as the lack of 
recognition, popularity, 
facilities, and experienced 
professors. However, as years 
go by, Situations do change anc 
the Cooper graduate program 
has a definite potential of 
being one of your best options; 
therefore, PLAN SARLY!! 
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MISSION: CHIP 

ane Chinatown History Project oral historians, researchers, 1. There has never been an 
CHP) represents the first and photographers who were in-depth mies Wee A ae ec Vet aera 1n-dep study of Chinatown's j p o analytically selected on the basis of their past. The opportunity of do- 
document the complete history Skill, experience, and dedi- ing so is rapidly diminishing 
of New York's Chinatown. CHP cation. with the changing neighbor- 
is a three year study project hoods and disappearing of 
funded both publically and The reasons behind CHP are: former residents, the latter 
privately. Its long range being a relevant source of 
goals are: unwritten information. 

1. To produce educa- 
tional resources to en- 
hance further under- 
standing of Chinatown's 
history. 
2. To establish a per- 
manent community his- 
torical society. 

Research is based hase Se race ee 

al historical themes: inese | i= 

to Chinese Americans; Labor sage SESS 

and Politics; Stereotypes and 7 = 

Discrimination; Cross Cultur- | nine 

al Relations. CHP is the 

first undertaking of the Asian 

American Research Institute 7 

(AARI) whose goal is to re- \ | 

search and implement programs TN 

directed toward increased | Ss 

understandings of the various 

ethnic and racial communities | 

within New York City. AARI KEN | 

was founded in July 1980 by NN 

John Tchen, presently the er aa 

project director. The group | | | | — tacaneal 

igs comprised of a staff of _ aby! | ri: oe — ; 

l; o 
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, | 
- The work of CHP will in- 

Spire and improve intracom- 
munity relations. Chinatown 
has a diversed population in 
terms of birth, class, dialect 
and religion. It is a con- 
munity loosely bounded by the 
commonality of race, culture, 
and shared folkways. Conse- 
quently the community lacks an 
unifying sense of pride and 
heritage. For many of its 
citizens, Chinatown is a Place 
to be escaped from rather than 
to be improved. The proposed 
work of CHP offers Chinatown 
the articulation and acknowl- 
edgement of its historical 
identity. A recognition which 
is the beginning of a step to- 
ward greater awareness of 
commonality among its resi- 
dents. Ina time when commu- 
nity action is essential, u- 
nity inspired by a mutual 
pride in history would prove 
to be invaluable to China- 
town's future well being. 

3. CHP offers to dispel the 
perpetuated myths regarding 
intercultural and interracial relations. The popular image 
in the American culture of | 
New York's Chinatown and 
Chinatowns in general is one 
permeated with pernicious 
stereotypes and misconceptions. 
Chinese and Chinese Americans 
are often protrayed and per- 
ceived as being two-dimensional 
comic book charicatures, per- 
Sisted since the early 1880's 
to the present. These are not 
harmless myths but are de= 
humanizing stereotypes which 
serve not only to stunt the 
outsider'’s ability to appre- 
clate and understand Chinese 
American culture, but also to 
lower the Chinese American's 
self-esteem and cultural pride. 
such widely accepted and pro- 
pagated myths can only be 
countered with well researched 
and documented work. 

4. CHP serves to provide in- 
sight and understanding into the roots of Chinatown's pre- 
sent social, economic, and 
political problems. Many of 
the present problems include: 
lack of meaningful education 
and job opportunities; social 
and culture isolation; inade- quate bilingual/bicultural 
social services; absence of 
political powér; intracommu- 
nity tensions between old- 
timers and newcomers; youth 
gangs. These are all surface 
manifestations of deeper and 
complex community malaise, 
the present form a continua- 
tion of a historically devel- 
Oped trend. Here an aware- 
ness of Chinatown's past will 
contribute- toward future de- 
velopment of more effective 
and appropriate community 
action programs. 

AARI office is located 
at 44 Bast Broadway, 2nd fl. 
The project welcomes China- 
town residents to visit its 
resource library which is open 
l'riday from 10 AM to 6 FM. 
The group also encourages resi- dents to provide the project 
with any recollection concern- 
ins the past developments: of 
this community. 
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